Abstract-This paper introduces a novel, generic active learning method for one-class classification. Active learning methods play an important role to reduce the efforts of manual labeling in the field of machine learning. Although many active learning approaches have been proposed during the last years, most of them are restricted on binary or multi-class problems. One-class classifiers use samples from only one class, the so-called target class, during training and hence require special active learning strategies. The few strategies proposed for one-class classification either suffer from their limitation on specific one-class classifiers or their performance depends on particular assumptions about datasets like imbalance. Our proposed method bases on using two one-class classifiers, one for the desired target class and one for the so-called outlier class. It allows to invent new query strategies, to use binary query strategies and to define simple stopping criteria. Based on the new method, two query strategies are proposed. The provided experiments compare the proposed approach with known strategies on various datasets and show improved results in almost all situations.
I. INTRODUCTION
A general challenge of supervised machine learning is the acquisition of hand-labeled samples. Since labeling often requires human experts, it is a time-consuming and costly task. Therefore, it is highly desirable to reduce the manual labeling effort. This is also the case for one-class classification.
One-class classification tries to recognize samples of one given class, the target class, against samples belonging to the other class, the outlier class. Its specialty lies in the fact that only samples from the target class are used to train a one-class classifier (OCC). Samples of the outlier class are rarely available or, if they are available, not representative to describe different types of outliers and thus cannot be used. In contrast to binary classification, an OCC does not try to separate samples from two classes but encompasses the training samples of the target class. During the evaluation of an OCC, samples from both classes are necessary of course. An overview of one-class classification and various OCCs was shown in [1] , [2] .
Although one-class classification was first motivated by the absence of outlier samples during training, it is also deployed in other scenarios. For example, OCCs are used in some binary classification applications whose training data is either imbalanced or only representative of one of both classes. An example of the latter case is fault detection where possible types of faults are unknown in advance.
Despite requiring only samples from one class during training, the problem of a high labeling effort is still present.
An expert, a so-called oracle, has to manually select target samples from a pool of unlabeled data which are subsequently used to train an OCC. Regarding one-class classification, the problem is aggravated by the fact that many one-class applications have to strictly avoid false negative (FN) errors, i.e. outliers classified as targets. Consequently, decision boundaries of OCCs are normally chosen tight to training samples of the target class. This can lead to many false positive (FP) errors, i.e. targets classified as outliers, at which human experts typically have to take a closer look. If a target is found, it can be used to iteratively retrain the OCC.
Active learning is a technique to tackle the problem of high labeling efforts by querying only the samples that are most valuable for the training of a classifier. There exist various query strategies [3] which differ in the interpretation of the term "valuable". However, most of the proposed query strategies are limited to binary or multi-class classifiers. Active learning for one-class classification is more challenging because the decision boundary of an OCC is only supported by samples from one class. Hence, labeled outliers, i.e. samples that the oracle marked as outliers, cannot be used for iterative training.
Some former works proposed active learning strategies specially tailored to one-class classification. In general, they are a trade-off between exploration and exploitation of the feature space. Querying a sample in a non-sampled area of the feature space corresponds to exploration and helps to extend the decision boundary to the non-sampled area. In contrast, selecting a sample in a sampled area of the feature space contributes to exploitation and helps to refine the decision boundary. The query strategy uncertainty sampling presents those samples to an oracle about which a classifier is the most uncertain [4] . Juszczak et al. adopted uncertainty sampling to one-class classification by introducing confidence values [5] . They proposed four query strategies from which the "lh" strategy works best for almost all experiments. It presents estimated targets with low confidence and estimated outliers with high confidence to the oracle. In contrast to uncertainty sampling, Barnabé-Lortie et al. proposed to query samples about which an OCC is the most certain that they are outliers [6] . Ghasemi et al. presented a different approach which makes use of the distribution of target and unlabeled samples and does not consider the classification results of an OCC for active learning. Based on kernel density estimation, they proposed the two query strategies expected margin sampling and entropy sampling [7] . There exist further query strategies which are not considered in this paper due to their limitation to special OCCs or high computational cost. Some of them are based on kernel density estimation [8] , [9] , support vector data description [10] , [11] or the variation in label assignments [9] . Finally, it was shown in [12] that active learning for one-class classification can be improved by applying dimensionality reduction.
Most of the presented active learning strategies for OCCs have one major drawback: If a sample is labeled as an outlier by the oracle, both the OCC and the active learning strategy receive no information gain. During training, the reason for having no information gain obviously lies in the nature of one-class classification. However, labeled outliers can improve active learning.
In this paper, we propose a new active learning method for one-class classification which is able to take labeled outliers into account. Our method is generic in the sense that it enables to define various query strategies. Furthermore, it is universally applicable, i.e. it is not limited to specific OCCs, and it is adjustable in multiple manners like the trade-off between exploration and exploitation. Finally, the proposed method does not rely on specific assumptions on a dataset or on the distribution of the outlier class. Based on the generic method, two query strategies are proposed.
During our experiments, we made use of a popular one-class classifier: the one-class support vector machine (OCSVM) proposed by Schölkopf et al. [13] . It is based on the maximization of the margin between a hyperplane and the origin of the feature space. The solution of an estimated class labelŷ for a given feature vector x and a training set {x i } n i=1 is given bŷ
(
Alg. 1: Proposed active learning method for one-class classification based on two OCCs 1: given: target set T , outlier set O, unlabeled set U 2:
add sample x i to T 
query label y i of sample x i from oracle 15: remove sample x i from U 16: end loop
The value of the discriminant function whose sign defines the class affiliation is called decision value DV . It is based on Lagrange multipliers α i , an offset ρ and a kernel K. As our method is not limited to OCSVMs, decision values may emerge from other OCCs. In general, decision values are negative for samples that belong to the training class and positive for the other class. The higher the absolute value of a decision value is, the more certain an OCC is about the estimated class affiliation.
The remaining parts of this paper are structured as follows: In the next section, we present our main contribution, a novel active learning method for one-class classification. Section 3 evaluates the method on multiple datasets using an OCSVM as OCC and compares it to other query strategies. Finally, we will conclude our work in Section 4.
II. PROPOSED METHOD
The proposed generic active learning method for one-class classification is based on two OCCs: one for the target class and one for the outlier class. The target-class classifier is used for classification and both OCCs are used for active learning.
A. Basic idea
The basic idea behind this method is to make use of labeled outliers during active learning. As mentioned in the introduction, OCCs are also deployed in applications where outliers occur frequently but are not necessarily representative of the whole distribution of the outlier class. Therefore, switching to a binary classifier after obtaining some labeled outliers is not always reasonable. Indeed, binary classification carries the risk of producing many FN errors, whereas an OCC leads to mostly FP errors which is more desirable in many oneclass applications. Although outlier samples are insufficient for classification, an OCC trained on them can support active learning.
We notice that combining OCCs is well known for both multi-class classification [14] , [15] and to improve one-class classification in terms of performance and robustness [16] . However, for the purpose of active learning, joining two oneclass classifiers is novel.
B. Algorithm
Alg. 1 outlines the proposed active learning process for an OCC. y i denotes the class label of the previously added sample x i and is initialized to the target label. If y i is a target, then the target OCC is retrained on the increased target set T and is used to test the samples in the unlabeled set U. If y i is an outlier, then the outlier OCC is retrained on the increased outlier set O and is used again to test all unlabeled samples. Together with the respective second stored decision boundary, this results in two decision values DV t u and DV o u for each unlabeled sample which are subsequently aggregated using an aggregation function agg. Finally, the sample with maximal aggregate is presented to an oracle. Corresponding to other active learning approaches, this querying sequence is repeated until a defined stopping criterion is fulfilled.
The method has several advantages. First, it is able to consider labeled outliers during active learning. In addition, only one of both OCCs has to be retrained per query step which makes it computationally efficient. Moreover, the generic method can be adapted by choosing different aggregation functions agg. Further adjustments are conceivable by using different hyperparameters for both OCCs.
The following two subsections propose two meaningful aggregation functions which result in the query strategies exploration sampling and similarity sampling.
C. Exploration sampling
The query strategy exploration sampling is based on the generic method from above and uses the following aggregation function:
In contrast to outlier sampling [6] , exploration sampling presents samples to an oracle that lie not only furthermost from the decision boundary of the target OCC but also furthermost from the decision boundary of the outlier OCC. This leads to a high exploration which is crucial in many one-class applications that either have to be operational based on only a few training samples or in which asking an oracle is expensive. The risk of presenting many true outliers to an oracle is reduced by the fact that real-world outliers are clustered and not uniformly distributed in the feature space. For example, in fault detection, outliers are typically clustered due to multiple kinds of errors. Unlike outlier sampling [6] , exploration sampling quickly presents outliers from different clusters to an oracle by producing smaller aggregates agg for samples that lie near already sampled regions in the feature space. Consequently, an expert can faster detect different outlier causes. Fig. 1 illustrates the incremental development of the optimal decision boundary by using exploration sampling on an artificial, two-dimensional dataset consisting of 60 targets and 60 outliers. Two OCSVMs [13] were used as OCCs. Fig.  1b demonstrates how exploration sampling leads to uniformly exploring the feature space after 12 iterations. Finally, Fig. 1c shows an optimal classification result after only 27 iterations and no more than 10 presented outliers.
D. Similarity sampling
The usage of a second OCC allows to design the query strategy similarity sampling which is similar to classical uncertainty sampling [4] and differs only in the kind of uncertainty measure. Instead of using decision values from a binary classifier as uncertainty, similarity sampling uses the absolute difference between the decision values of both OCCs as uncertainty measure. The following aggregation function agg sim leads to querying samples which lie in the middle between the decision regions of the target and outlier class, i.e. samples with similar values of DV t and DV o :
It focuses more on exploitation than on exploration. Thereby we assume decision values that are normalized to a maximum of 1 in order to be consistent with the initial decision values in Alg. 1.
E. Stopping criterion
In contrast to other active learning approaches, the proposed method easily allows to define the following stopping criterion: The active learning stops if, for all samples from U, at least one of both decision values is below its respective user-predefined threshold T t or T o :
In other words, active learning is finished if for each sample at least one of both OCCs is sure enough that the sample belongs to the respective class. Regarding OCSVMs, a reasonable choice is T t = T o = 0.
III. EXPERIMENTS

A. Setup
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We deployed an OCSVM [13] with radial basis function kernel as OCC. Its optimal hyperparameters were determined by a grid search based on splitting a dataset into training and validation set. Both OCCs in the proposed active learning method were trained using the same hyperparameters.
Our evaluation procedure was similar to [6] . We performed a 10-fold cross-validation. The first fold was used as initial training set, the folds 2-6 were considered as pool of unlabeled samples and the remaining four folds were used as test set. The split into 10 folds was only done once. The mapping between fold number and real fold was circularly shifted 10 times. In order to start all active learning strategies with the same amount of information, the outliers in the initial training set were ignored.
Besides the three proposed query strategies, our experiments considered the active learning approaches "lh" uncertainty sampling [5] , expected margin sampling [7] , entropy sampling [7] , outlier sampling [6] and random sampling. The two kernel density estimation strategies of [7] were implemented using the publicly available code by Ghasemi [18] . In the case of large datasets, batches consisting of multiple samples were queried after each iterative training step in order to reduce the computational effort. The batch size for each dataset is listed in Table I .
The metric balanced accuracy (BACC)
was calculated to evaluate the results. N denotes the number of targets and P the number of outliers. TN represents the number of true negatives, i.e. the number of correctly classified targets. TP denotes the number of true positives, i.e. the number of correctly classified outliers. Attention should be paid to the evaluation of active learning strategies because their performance depends on the number of queries. Due to the practical relevance, we compared query strategies after a few iterations. Thus, the number of presented samples was manually chosen in such a way that Table I .
B. Results
At first, we compared all query strategies depending on the number of iterations by taking the exemplary dataset Satellite. Fig. 2 shows the resulting graph. The plot reveals that exploration sampling performs best after a few iterations until the performance saturates. Thus, exploration plays an important role at the beginning, when only few labeled samples are available. Expected margin and entropy sampling lead both to an approximately linear increase of the BACC on the exemplary dataset. Random sampling performed best for very few iterations and was always better than expected margin and entropy sampling. Similarity sampling performed worse than random sampling for almost all considered iterations. A possible reason is that it focuses on exploitation which seems to be not as important as exploration in one-class classification. Outlier sampling performed poorly for few iterations. This is because it found mostly true outliers which have no impact on the target OCC used for classification. After enough iterations, its performance improved distinctly, because informative targets were found which contribute to a high exploration. Finally, "lh" uncertainty sampling lead to a bad performance indicating a low exploration and exploitation. One reason for this is the fact that estimated targets with low confidence contribute little to iterative learning. Furthermore, estimated outliers with high confidences are often true outliers which do not affect the classification result. Table II shows the results of the experiments on all datasets by listing the mean and standard deviation of the BACC calculated over all folds. The table evaluates the query strategies after a practically relevant number of iterations during which exploration is most important. The results confirm that exploration sampling performed best for most of the datasets.
Furthermore, it appears that outlier sampling achieves a slow exploration for datasets with relatively many outliers like BreastW or Satellite due to our previous considerations. If only few outliers are present, its performance can be comparable to or even slightly better than exploration sampling. As expected, similarity sampling generally performed bad, because it leads to a low exploration. The remaining query strategies could not compete with exploration and outlier sampling either.
IV. CONCLUSION
We presented a new active learning method for one-class classification. It is able to take labeled outliers into account by employing a second OCC. Hence, our method can develop its full potential in applications in which some outliers are available and one-class classification is preferred over binary classification. The decision values of both OCCs are combined through an aggregation function which is chosen based on a desired trade-off between exploration and exploitation. We proposed two example aggregation functions which focus more on exploration and exploitation, respectively. The experiments showed that exploration sampling outperforms the other active learning strategies for almost all datasets after a practically relevant number of queries. Thus, exploration seems to be more important than exploitation in active learning for one-class classification. Future implications of this paper may include research on combining or applying other aggregation functions and using different hyperparameters for both OCCs. Finally, it is conceivable to apply the method to binary or multi-class classification.
